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IN their classic monograph on the Edwardian penny coinage the Fox brothers suggested
that their group X should be dated 1302-7.' At this point in the series the Fox chronology
was almost entirely based on the evidence of the Durham mint. They fairly remarked that
'failure to reach a correct solution of the puzzle has been due to (1) imperfect classification
of the various issues; (2) the overlapping of the episcopate of Antony Bek into the reign of
Edward II; (3) misunderstanding of the significance of those Durham pennies which lack
the personal mark of a particular prelate'. 2 More recently, however, detailed analysis of the
coins and consideration of the hoard evidence has suggested that, on each of these three
counts, some revision of the Fox arrangement itself is now needed.
Their scheme for the Durham coins was based on two periods of the suspension of Bek's
temporalities by Edward I, from 1 July 1302 to 8 July 1303, and from 1305 to September
1307, and the assumption that all Durham pence of groups IX and X without Bek's cross
moline belonged to one of these periods. The pattern was projected further on the basis
that on Bek's death in March 1311 the temporalities of the see are known to have been
taken into the king's hands until the appointment of Bishop Kellawe in May. The
chronology 1 was worked out as follows:
Group

Cross

Fox

Dates

IXa and IXb
IXb, Xa and Xb
Xb, c, d and e
Xe and Xf
Xe or Xf
XIa
XIa
XIa, b, c, (XII), XIII

moline
plain
moline
plain
plain altered to moline
moline
plain
crozier (reverse)

1299 to J u n e 1302
July 1302 to July 1303
July 1303 to 1305(?)
1305(?) to Sept. 1307
Sept. 1307+
Sept. 1307+ to March 1311
March to May 1311
May 1311 to 1316

There are three grounds on which it can be argued that the issue of group X continued
after the death of Edward I in 1307.4 First, the Berwick coins of Blunt class V, dated to
1310, if not later, 5 correspond with the first (XIa) of the three varieties of Fox group XI at
the main English mints. Second, a large number of Durham group XI coins, including
some of Bishop Kellawe, granted temporalities in May 1311, were present in the local
Whittonstall hoard, although southern coins of group XI had hardly yet reached the area
(eight London coins of group XI and three 'X/XI mules' against 249 London coins of group
X). Third, London coins of group X are nearly five times as plentiful as those of group XI,
a proportion impossible to reconcile with the bullion figures if XIa (which outlasted the
1
H. B. Earle Fox and J. Shirley Fox, 'Numismatic
History of the Reigns of Edward I, II and III', BNJ 6-9
(1909-12) (7, p. 91).
J
BNJ 9, 189.
3
BNJ 9, 192-3. The Foxes did not at this stage know of
Durham coins of group XII. Regarding the dies used during
the two periods when Bek's temporalities were suspended,
see J. J. North, 'Irregular dies of the Durham Mint c.
1300', in this volume, pp.74-80 (at pp.79-80).

4
G. L. V. Tatler and B. H. I. H. Stewart, 'Edwardian
Sterlings in the Montrave Hoard', BNJ 31 (1962), 80-7 (at p.
84).
5
C. E. Blunt, 'The Mint of Berwick-on-Tweed under
Edward I, II and III', NC 1931, 28-52, dates his class V to
the winter of 1310; J. J. North suggests 1312 in 'The Berwick
Variety of Edward II Class XIa Pence', NCirc 1977, 246 (and
cf. 'A Re-examination of the Class XI Pencc of Edward II',
NCirc 1984, 74-5).
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death of Bishop Bek in 1311) began as early as 1307. Any lengthening of the period of X,
of course, renders the existence of mules between one particular variety of group X
obverse and reverses of both the preceding (IX) and succeeding (XI) groups the more
remarkable, but I believe nevertheless that it is essential to expand the time allotted to
group X at the beginning as well as the end. One of these two kinds of mule will indeed
become even more of an oddity (I would choose the perhaps unique mule with IX
reverse); 6 but instances are not lacking of the known re-use of obsolete dies after a long
interval, as, for example, in the case of the halfgroats of c. 1399 struck from obverse dies of
Edward III. 7
Since coins of both Xa and Xb (according to their arrangement) 8 were known of the
Newcastle mint, which was closed by Michaelmas 1302, but plain cross Durham coins were
known of IXb, the Foxes concluded that the period July to September 1302 must have seen
the end of group IXb, the duration of Xa and the start of Xb. I believe that the proportions
of surviving coins absolutely preclude this dating. It has been demonstrated" that for a
period dies of IXb and early X must have been simultaneously available, and sometimes
mixed in the same consignment; only this could explain the high occurrence of IXb/X
Newcastle mules and of X/IXb London mules and the virtual absence1" of the opposite
combinations at these two mints. The bullion figures for Newcastle and the occurrence of
the several varieties in the Montrave hoard (which other hoards show to be representative)
are:
Period
J u n e - S e p t . 1300
Sept. 1300-Sept. 1301
Sept. 1301-Sept. 1302

Bullion
lbs

Group

5,368
11,877
2,930

IXb
IX/X
X

Montrave

Montrave

Id

£

20,175

20
40
21(17+4)

5,000
10,000
5,250
20,250

In the final column a theoretical figure for bullion coined into each variety has been
calculated on the basis that each coin of the period in Montrave represents an original issue
of about £250.
In round terms, it would look as if perhaps a total of 15,000 lbs was struck at Newcastle
with obverses of IXb, and 15,000 lbs with reverses of X, but only 5,000 lbs with reverses of
IX and 5,000 lbs with obverses of X. If this is even approximately correct, coins from both
obverse and reverse dies of group X must have been struck continuously and exclusively at
Newcastle from September 1301 or before; and coins from both obverse and reverse dies of
group IX must have ceased to be struck by December 1300 at the very latest, and probably
before the end of September, although obverse dies of group IX continued in use at
Newcastle well into 1301. The Foxes dated the introduction of Xa to the late summer of
1302," but on this evidence such a late date seems impossible.
Of Durham we have no mint accounts but some three quarters of the surviving coins of
this mint of group IXb are with the plain cross. The figures for four large hoards are:
6
Fox BNJ 9, plate ix, 16, & pp. 195 and 197 (described as
only 'very scarce'). The obverse is Xc-e, crown 3; mules with
XI reverses are less rare (BNJ 31, pi. V, 14).
7
BNJ 29, 347.
8
In a paper read to the Society in October 1978, Mr C. J.
Wood suggested a revision of the arrangement of Fox Xa
and Xb, whereby the 'Xb' EDWAR coins, of Newcastle and
other mints, which have the bust of IXb, would be placed

before Xa.
'' B. H. I. H. Stewart, 'Second Thoughts on Medieval
Die-Output', NC 1964, 293-303.
lu
Mr J. J. North tells me he has seen a IXb/X mule of
London, but such a coin must be extremely rare. I am
grateful to Mr North and Mr Peter Woodhead for helpful
comments on this paper.
11
BNJ 9, 187 and 192.
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Hoard
Boyton
Loch Doon
Montrave
Whittonstall

Plain Cross
(including IX/X mules)

Cross Moline

24
15
48
10

5
5
20
3

97

33

On the Fox chronology therefore, from Michaelmas 1299, or whenever IXb began, until
June 1302 these hoards suggest that some 25 per cent of the coins would have been struck
in, say, thirty-three months; but in the month of July 1302 and not more than the two
months following at the outside, nearly 75 per cent of the coins would need to be fitted in.
The royal mints of London and Canterbury coined far less in the fiscal year (from
Michaelmas) 1301/2 than in the year 1299/1300, for the great recoinage of crockards and
pollards was over and all the provincial mints except Newcastle were closed by September
1300. It would be an astonishing circumstance if the king's receiver in those brief weeks of
the summer of 1302 managed to have struck between two and three times as much coinage
as had passed through the bishop's mint in the best part of three years preceding - a
multiplication in the rate of output of between twenty and thirty times.
Lest these figures seem fortuitous, I append some calculations for London and
Canterbury based on the general assumption used above for Newcastle that one coin of the
1300 period in the Montrave hoard represented some £250 of coinage. I had at first felt that
the Canterbury bullion figures for 1300—1 cast doubt on this assumption, but in fact its
validity has since been reinforced by Dr Mate's discovery from a re-examination of the
accounts that the total given by Crump and Johnson (22,250 lbs), which I had originally
used, was an error. 12
Accounting
Period
(Sept-Sept)

Bullion
Coined13
lbs

Coins in Montrave

London

1299-1300
1300-1301

106,830
39,990

IXb
XJIX 102
Xa
57

412

103,000

159

39,750

Canterbury

1299-1300

22,340

IXb
IX/X
Xa

101

25,250

51

12,750

1300-1301

Estimated
issue

£

12,250

3
48

The general implication of this is that IXb dies, except in combination with dies of group
X, were not in use at the two main mints of the kingdom much after September 1300, and
that most of the dies of Xa were used up in or before September 1301.
Every line of reasoning leads me to conclude that the Durham plain cross coins of IXb
cannot be as late as 1302. This would be a serious blow to the king's receiver theory in its
absolute form. Despite the distaste for such an idea expressed by the Foxes, 14 we need to
consider whether, in view of the special nature of the 1300 recoinage, the king may have
negotiated with the bishop of Durham to enable a royal mint to share (and take perhaps up
to 75 per cent of the profits) in the demonetization and recoinage of foreign coins. There is
some slight indication that the crown may also have had a direct interest in the activities of
12
C. G. Crump and C. Johnson "Tables of Bullion Coined
under Edward I, II and III', NC 1913, 200ff; M. Mate, 'Coin
Dies under Edward I and II', NC 1969, 207-18.

13

At 243d. per lb.
BNJ 9, 189; for doubts that have been expressed about
the Foxes' view, see e.g. J. J. North in NCirc 1977, 299.
14
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the Durham mint in the earlier recoinage of 1280. Unfortunately we do not possess
accounts for the provincial mints but we know from surviving coins their approximate
relative contribution and these may be compared with certain sums recorded as having
been paid to the London mint in respect of that recoinage. 15 These sums, and the number
of coins of the respective mints in the Montrave hoard, are:
Mint

Accounted
to London
£.
s. d.

Coins in

Bristol
Durham
Lincoln
York royal

2,500
366 13 4
1,000
1,500

161
65
93
132

Montrave

(Fox group III only)

The payments are in round sums, and although their function is not clear, they do in the
case of Bristol, Lincoln and York at least appear to bear some relationship to the amount
of coin issued; the implication is that similar considerations may have applied to part of the
output of the Durham mint.
There are, in addition, other plain cross Durham X's which cannot on any ordering of
the varieties easily be squeezed into a pattern consistent with their being king's receiver
issues of 1302-3 or 1305-7. Hoards such as Aberdeen, Loch Doon, Montrave and
Whittonstall provide a useful indication of the relative frequency of occurrence of Durham
coins of groups IX and X with and without the cross moline. Coins of group IXa are scarce
with cross moline and not known to me with the plain cross. Group IXb is known with both
forms of cross, but it is two to three times as common with the plain cross and in this form
exists in mules both ways with X.
Xa is not known with cross moline. Xb, on the other hand, mostly has cross moline and
is very rare with plain cross. 16 The Fox classification of group X between Xb and Xf has
defeated subsequent students and arrangements based on three (or more) busts and
crowns have been evolved to cover Fox Xc, Xd and Xe, approximating to the varieties
labelled A40, A41 and A43 by Burns. 17 The first of these three is represented apparently
only by moline coins. The two main later varieties exist with both moline and plain crosses
in some quantity; the moline coins of the third variety constitute the largest individual issue
from Durham within group X. Xf exists of Durham in rare coins with both plain cross and
cross moline.
Even allowing for a hypothetical royal mint at Durham in 1300, or the use at that time of
unusual pressure of a large number of non-Bek dies, it is not easy to account for all the
other plain cross coins solely on the king's receiver theory. The IXb and Xa plain cross
coins could belong to the 1300 recoinage period. Those of Xb could hardly be before 1302,
and might in theory fit the suspension of Bek's temporalities in 1302-3; but they are much
too rare for a year's issue. If the plain cross coins of A41 and A43 can be attributed to the
suspension of 1305-7, the A40 and A41 moline coins could be Bek's issues between 1303
and 1305, and the large issue of A43 moline Bek's restored issues after 1307. However,
although there should be no coins of Xf with a cross moline under the Fox dating (i.e. just
before September 1307) and no plain cross Xf's under mine (i.e. c. 1310), both varieties

15
Pipe Roll 15 Edward I: quoted by C. G. Crump and A.
Hughes, 'The English Currency under Edward I", Economic
Journal 5 (1895), 57.
16
BNJ 45, p. 40 and pi. II. 13-14 (cf. note 8 above). Mr N.
J. Mayhew has shown that other apparent Durham plain
cross coins of Xb are imitations (Sterling Imitations of
Edwardian Type (1983), pp. 137-8, nos. 377 l-o, and pi.

42-3).
17
The Foxes themselves hinted at problems with their own
arrangement (BNJ 9, 194 and 196); for alternative classification see Tatler and Stewart, and N. J. Mayhew 'The
Aberdeen Upperkirkgate Hoard of 1886', BNJ 45 (1975),
33-50, at pp. 39-40.
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exist. The moline XIa's are much too scarce to cover the period 1307 to 1311, as postulated
by Fox. On the face of it, XIa coins with moline and with plain cross might rather seem to
constitute brief issues of Bek's last months and of the king's receiver for two months after
his death; but the obverse of the plain cross XIa coins belongs to the earliest of Mr North's
varieties (XIal)'" while there are coins of Bek from obverses of a later variety (XIa2). 19
There are therefore difficulties at a number of points in assigning all the plain cross coins to
periods when the receiver was in office, and although many of them are no doubt to be
explained in this way the theory in its absolute form clearly cannot be sustained.
The Foxes suggested that coins of their Xe and Xf with the plain cross altered to moline
represented the first issues of Bek after he recovered his temporalities in 1307. But there
are coins of most of the varieties of group X after Xb with the moline cross apparently
altered from plain cross, and restored temporalities cannot account for all of these. While I
believe that moline coins (or those with any other mark) would not normally be struck
except when the bishop was alive and in possession of his temporalities, it seems probable
that plain cross obverse dies may sometimes have been accidentally included in Durham
consignments and used there in the same way that a die destined for Durham could be used
at London, as in the case of London coins of group XVb with de Beaumont's lion and lis on
the obverse. Dies with a plain cross altered to moline may thus mean not the restoration of
temporalities but the discovery of an accident. At other times, perhaps, the use of plain
cross dies for Bek may have been condoned or overlooked.
18
North, 'A Re-examination of the Class XI Pence of
Edward II'.

" Including the Bek/Kellawe mule, BNJ 10, pi. XII, 6.

